
Afterschool Club Descriptions  

Arts and Crafts Club- Students will create fabulous crafts that they can take home and enjoy. 

Camping Club-Students will come together with experienced and passionate campers to have fun and 

learn all about camping! Activities range from working together to learn how to pitch a tent and how to 

put together a first aid kit, to (virtually) exploring campsites and parks around the world and learning how 

important it is to take care of the earth. We will even hold an end-of-session late night celebration full of 

games, s’mores, and more! 

Harry Potter Movie Club- Students will enjoy watching the first 3 Harry potter movies, while discussing story 

elements such as; The plot, characters, settings, problems, solutions and so forth. This is a great way for them to 

learn what to look for when reading stories.  

Frankly Speaking-Frankly Speaking is a Speech and Debate Club that helps you build your Critical Thinking, 

Speaking, Research, Brainstorming, and Active Listening skills. The Club utilizes teamwork to embrace formal 

discussions involving opposing viewpoints. 

FSA Prep- Reading & Writing- A comprehensive review of FSA reading & writing practices to prepare for the 

2022 FSA. 

Global Perspectives- Join as we analyze and compare modern societies in order to create a Franklin 

Academy Model United Nations. Our analysis will include elements of modern economies, political 

structures and cultural identities. 

Intramural Sports (4th-8th Grade) - 8 week sports program to help students improve skills in Basketball during a 

sport specific training program. 

Jewelry Creations-Scholars will learn to create their own jewelry using a variety of techniques and materials. 

The goal is to allow their creativity to guide them in making handmade pieces that they can wear, share, 

or give as gifts.  

Junior Thespians- Sing, dance, perform. Enjoy short plays and be a part of school shows! Learn about 

acting and have some fun at the same time. Jump into the pool of drama! 

Kings Gambit Rising Chess Stars- KING’S GAMBIT RISING CHESS STARS. After school chess club .Chess is a 

proven brain skill improvement resource. While playing chess and having fun, the students are improving 

brain skills such as: Concentration, memorizing, logical thinking, and calculation. 

Marvel in our Lives - Marvel has become a huge part of our lives since the MCU (Marvel Cinematic 

Universe) began back in 2008. We have seen 3 complete phases, and are now trekking into phase 4. It has 

not just been about the movies either. TV shows, merchandise, and more has infiltrated into our everyday 

lives! In this club, we will analyze major parts of movies & television shows from the MCU. We will investigate 

what has come about from Marvel outside of the movies – how Marvel has become rooted into our culture 

– no matter who we are gender-wise, race, ethnicity, etc. We will look to the future & forecast what we 

think will come about from the movies & television shows that are upcoming.  


